If you are receiving this document, it is because you have hired me or about have me speak
and entertain at your next event or meeting. I am so excited to be with you on the planning
process. In an effort to make your event extra memorable, meaningful, and the best it can
possibly be; I have created this document so I and any of your officers or other speakers
can be heard and seen clearly by everyone of the very special people in the room.
Stage Magic Rider for Mysto the Magi
❖ A platform at least 24” – 32” high 8’ X 12’ with skirting. (The stage can be larger than
this, but no smaller, please) This stage will have pipe and drape along the back and
be set 3 feet from the wall. This is so the entertainer has space to hide their road
cases and boxes behind the curtain.
❖ If a backdrop cannot be provided this performer can bring one for an extra charge.
❖ Steps should be set up preferably on the front or side of the stage. NO HAND
RAILS.
❖ A professional sound system suitable for the room will be provided. The bigger the
room, the more powerful the sound system will need to be. A DJ sound system may
or may not be adequate for the room. Many Dj’s bring a portable “suitcase” sound
system. Which is fine for a small room of 100 people but can be woefully inadequate
for a group of 3-500 people. Other Dj’s bring a system that will break out the
windows! (Check with them to see what they are bringing) In house sound systems
that are hard wired into the room are generally not good enough. It is disconcerting
to the audience to be viewing an entertainer on one side of the room and hearing
their voice coming from another part of the room. If a sound system cannot be
provided this performer can bring one for an extra charge.
❖ Music for the presentation and wireless microphones will be provided by this
entertainer.
❖ 2 light trees will be provided each with 4 par cans each. They will be digitally set or
gelled to light pink and amber. (See diagram for room set up). You can rent them
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from Guitar Center for under $200. The reason for professional stage lighting is so
we can dim the room and control the focus of the audience. Like a moth to flame the
audience attention goes towards the brightest light in room. I want to be the
brightest light in the room ; )
Bottled water will be provided.
A secure room will be provided for costume changing, coats, and equipment.
These will all be set up prior to my arrival.
Never make the speaker a “surprise”. It is best when guests know and expect and
anticipate the entertainment. (Photos, posters, and personalized promotional video’s
will be provided for you by this entertainer during the week leading up to the
performance if appropriate for the event).
Please provide a suitable email for these to be sent. Mine is:
DenverCorporateMagic@Gmail.com
The names, phone numbers (for texting or calling) and photos of the contact people
and who they are in the organization will be provided at least 48 hours before the
date of the event. This will make it easy for this entertainer to find you in case the
event is in full swing when he arrives.
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